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1arge-scale circulation features are pres~ted as related to wet spells 
over northeast Brazil (Nordeste) QI.'ring toe r'c:dny season (M3.rch and April) of 
1979. The rainy season is divided into dry and wet periods, for which we have 
averaged the FGGE and geostaticnary satellite data and studied mean and 
,departure fields of basic variables and cloudiness. Analysis of seasonal mean 
circulation features show: lowest sea level pressures SLP's over the Amazon 
basin and along t.he equator; 10# and middle level easterlies beneath upper level 
wes'cerlies; weak neridional winds; high relative humidity over the Amazon basin 
and relatively dry conditions over the South Atlantic CCean. Departure 
characteristics for the wet periods include: positive cloud ancrnaly over 
Nordeste; strong ne:gative SLP departures (I-2mb) over the South Atlantic; 
significant 850 rob zonal wind decrease over southern Nordeste, positive 
temperature departures at uI=Per levels, probably due to latent heating; and 
positive relative humidity departures. 
The vertical profiles of mean variables cv~-r Nordeste indicate: (i) 
vec~ing of wind with height, (ii) mean descen:5.ing m:)':icns throughout the 
troposphere, and (iii) conveC""..ive stabili":y below 850 rob. The depa=-:ure 
profiles exhibit: (i) weak low and middle level easte=lies fo::.- wet episodes, 
(ii) high variability of m=>...riCional wind sugges-.J.ng wave propagation in the 
zonal flow, (iii) streng up.-Tcrd notion and a large positive noisture departure 
nearly at all levels. 
In surmary, we four" a fluctuation in the large-scale circulation 
features on tjme scales of a few weeks or so over Nordeste and the South 
Atlantic se=tor du=ing March and April of 1979\, Even the subtropical High S:r;.p's 
have large departures during wet episodes, irr;:>lying a short period oscillation 
in the southern hsnisp.io)ere Hadley circulation. 
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1. Im'ROOucrION 
The drought/flood phenomenon of northeast Brazil (hereafter referred to 
as Nordeste) bas widespread serious sociological and economical consequences. 
Rainfall over Nordeste is highly variable both in space and tire, hc~ver, there 
are distinct raJ.ny seasons. Northern Nordeste's rainy season (primarily the 
states of Maranhao, Piaui, Ceara, Rio Cu-ande Do Norte, Paraiba, Pernambuco, and 
Algoa) is centered, but not cc.'flfined to, the months of March and April arrl is 
related to the rreridiona.i position of the It:l'Ner tropo~phE'.ric confluence zone 
over the tropical Atlantic. For the south (primarily the states of Sergipe, 
Bahia, and northern Minas Gerais) I yearly maxima occur in November and December. 
Agricul ture in the north is geared for plant.iJ1g in December and January and 
harvf~St.iJ1g· in May. If drought or floods occur in March and/or April, crops are 
ruined. 
OVer the past couple of decades, n\JlT\C...rous studies examining various 
circulation patterns associated with rainfall variability over Nordeste have 
~..n done (t~as, 1972; East:enrath, 1976; Hastenrath and Heller, 1977; Kousky, 
1979; Moura and ShUkla, 1981 i Chu, 1983 , 1984; and Haste."'lra"t.~, 1984). HCMever, 
t.."r:e concern of t.~se investigations has Dec..J1 larse-scale circula-:.ion patte-'"'nS 
related to Orought and flood ye.~s over Nol:deste. At present., knowleOge of 
circulation patterns related t:o wet and c5.ry episodes \>.'it.ru.n a pa=-..icular rainy 
season is far from carplete, mainly due to lack of adeguat:e observaticns on this 
time scale. Tnis gap has recently hec..n narrowed by the special obse..""Ving 
systems-satellite, ships, buoys and aircraft-taken during the operational phase 
of the Global Weather Exoeril1'lent. The data collected and processed in the form 
of FGGE level lIIb grids allCMs for extensive diagnosis of large-scale 
circulation ccmPO!lC..nts on a daily basis. 
The o:Ojec-; 0:: this study is to exa:l!i ne relationships 0:: clou6.iness, 
mois-=.:re, S-....2 a.."d \>.':i.nds over Nordes'te and "t.~e adjacent Brazil-A-:'la."'l-:.ic sector 'Co 
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rainfall episodes over northern Nordeste dur~nq March and April of 1979. The 
experiment div: t3es the rainy season (March .and April) into ~t and dry days, 
then CCJ11IX>sites variables with respect to persistent rainfall episodes. Spat.ia: 
fields (Part A) and vertical profiles (Pi.irt B) of seasonal means as well as wet £ 
"j J 
departures are analyzed. Resu.l ts are canpa.t'Erl to studies of annual variability. f 
2. DATA SOURCE AND ANALYSIS TE>:HNIQUES 
Winds, moisture and SLP's fran FGGE level IIIb along with bright (cold) 
cloud estimates from GOES-EAST constitute the main data base. Monthly rainfall 
totals for stations in Nordeste were obtained from Monthly Climatic Data for the i . 
World. Daily rainfall totals were received from both the National Climatic Data 
Center in Asheville, NC and from the Suterintetldencia de Dese-.nvol viJTll:>..r:,to do 
Nordeste in Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil. 
Cloud anounts are estimated in 5 degree lat-long areas from infrared 
full disk pictures for the region bounded by 20·N to 20·S and 20D W to 70c W. 
Es-;imates are made 't.:rt':'ee times daily at 0000, 1200 and 1800 G.~ for all of .March 
and ,F.,:,ril. en ocr.asion the DOJO or 1200 ~fi' piC':U!"e is rr.issing, in v.tlien case 
t.~e 0600 GMr pi~e is subs~ -=u-=ed. The estirratinq procedure excludes 
cloudiness v.'!1ieh a?p:a!"s dull g::ay to the eye. 'Ine possible e=::ect 0:: this lov.' 
brightness cuto::f is to exclude cloud reqions consisting priIt'a:dly of s'tratus or 
small cumulus. Cloud amounts are then averaged to obtain daily means. 
Daily mc..ans of the other variables are calculated from the 0000 and 1200 
Grr grids. Spatial g::ids of daily mc-an upper-air v-aria.'iles at 200, 500 and 850 
mb alonq with SIP's are used in this study. Latitude and lo."lgitude bounds are 
profiles, area 0:: ave:ac;--i_nq is approximately 520,000 krn:' and covers 20 grid 
t:O~ nts 0:: 6a~a over Nordeste. Ni.'1e rranCa"C.o::y levels are available st:.arting at 
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'lWo stations with 30 year rainfall r.:limatoloqical records were available 
within the study region. Both statioos indicated neqative dep:artures of 
rainfall for t-arch and April of 1979. Q,lixerambirn and Barra Do Corrda received 
only 47 and 32 percent of their normal t-arch and April total precipi.tation 
respectively. 
Initially the rainy season is divided into wet and dry episodes. This 
is accanplished using daily rainfall totals for stations over Nordeste. Ten 
stations are uniformly distributed within the dry reqion of northern Nordeste 
(Fig. 1). Table (I) qi ves the station narre, earth coordinates, elevation above 
. 
sea level and WM:) number. Averaging criteria are based on the following. A day 
is marked as wet if it neets either one of the following two conditions, (1) 
more than two stations within the dry reqion with recorded rainfall (1 mm or 
more) , (2) less than three stations with recorded rainfall, but total 
precipi tati,on greater than 10 mm. If the qay does no": meet ei th~..r criterion it 
is ITl?..rked as dry. As a fur'-..her specifica~on, in order to isolate rainfalls 
associated witil pronounced weather sys'tei'.s, only days within a precipit:ati.on. 
even": (eitir>..= wet 0= d'::"y') of t.l-u:'ees1.'lccessive days or longer are used for 
sys-cems are identified. All co:nposite departure fields and p=ofiles are based 
on these criteria. Fiqure 2 is a histogram plot of the normalized rainfall 
dere...-tures with wet episodes ider.tified. Po5 a way to PJt the rainfall curing 
If.erch and April into seasonal pt=>..rspective, Table (II) shows the ten station ffioC'-aIl 
monthly percentages of total yearly rainfall for 1979 alang with standard 
deviations. Janua-ry t1'lrough Hay have the largest ffioC'-aIl pc-rcentages, v.'ith r.'.arch 
and JI.;pril of these five months having the· srnallest variations. T.'1is indica-ces 
" t:-.a":, as a whole !-E.z'ch :':'!'lO Ap::-il had rela~vely S-ocd spatial cO\.,Terage of 
rai.-':: all. 
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Sixty-one day rreans and departures of all spatial fields and vertical 
profiles were canputed. All spa.tial fields except bright. cloud arrount are 
subject to a 25 point srroothinq filter. No vertical sITOothing is used. Results 
are presented in section three and s1..lT1ITErized in section four. 
3. RESULTS 
(a) ~ial fields 
(i) Seasonal means 
Percent bright cloud anounts are shown in Fig. 3. Minimum cloudL~ess 
(less than 30%) associated with the subtropical highs are found north of 50 N and 
south of the equator. Maximum cloudiness (greater than 40%) is found over the 
Amazon basin and between the equator and SON over the tropical Atlantic 
associated with the lower tropospheric confluence aY.is. Seasonal mean SIP 
distribution is sho.-m in Fig. 4. . Lowest pressures are sanc1wiched between the 
subtropical high pressure regions of bd'"Jl henispheres and extend from central 
Brazil to nor-Jl of Noroeste and eastw-ard to cen,:-"'C.l p."::::-i.ca. Positions of SIP 
features fo::: the rai.'1Y season of 1979 are in gooo ag:::esn=...nt \,iith the 61 ye-.a::: 
rrea.'"lS fo::: Haren a.'10 p...p:::':"1 (Hastel"'.ra":..l-} a.'10 :.aTb, 2977). 
~...asonal m=..an zonal winds (not shov..":l) L'"l:5ica~e, in general for ":..l-}e 
Atlantic tropical belt! easterlies at 10.-7 ano mid-levels \\'ith westerlies at 
upper levels (200 rob). M;anneridional winds are considerably weaker than the 
zonal C'U..."7ent. At 200 mb (Fig. 5) a region .of nOr'"Jlerly winds is located to the 
east of Nordeste with a branch of southerlies over southern Brazil. Tnis flCM 
implies an upper level cyclonic circulation over Nordeste. The pattern at 850 
mb indicates ho:::izon~l divergence, w"i":..l-} so~-:..~e=lies over nort.':1e..~ No:::deste and 
-----,r. !!li'iii. 
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uninteresting at all three levels. However, the mean relative humidity field at 
850 rob (Fig. 6) is noteworthy. lr..>w relative humidities are noted over the 
eastern SOuth Atlantic to the east of Nordeste. Highest humidities are 
associated with the tropical convergence zone over the Atlantic extending over, 
north central Brazil. Therefore, since the mean zooal 1 0.\'-1 eve 1 winds are 
easterly, the flow over the eastern SOuth Atlantic is fran a region of low 
relative humidities to.\'ard a ,region of higher .humidities. Our moisture analysis 
fran the level IIIb data .agrees reasona.rDly well with the dewp:>int analySis of 
Newton (1972). 
(ii) f,?11°os:i.te departures 
Departure patterns of bright cloud amount for wet composites are shown 
in Fig. 7. Positive departures for wet episodes were expected since cumulus 
convection is the prineiple precipitation mechanism of the region (Ramos, 1975). 
However the region of negative departures over th~ Amazon suggests that rainfall 
over Nordeste may be regulated by the intensity of deep convection over that 
region (Silva Dias, et. al. , 1983). Canp:.")site departures of S~ 's (Fig. 8) 
indicate a relative weake ...... li..'lg of the South Atlantic High (S;'.H) ana a rela-~ve 
pressure Syste..TTlS. Figure 9 cle.a=ly shCM's t:"'le Ciffere..'lce of S-.....P south of t..~e 
equator betwe='Jl wet can;osites and the IfloC'..aIl. It is noted that I t.iJe depa=tures 
in S-.uPs are of the same sign as those detected on the annual cycle (Eas"Ce."'lrath, 
et al, 1984). 
Positive departures of 850 rob zonal wind (Fig. 10) for wet episoo.es over 
southern Nordeste and central Brazil eJctending over the east~'I""Il Sout.iJ A-:'lantic 
indicate weaker easterlies ccmrared v.'l. th the IfloC'...an. Weak east:.e=lies resul-; ~ n 
less moisture Ci\1e=gence (no-:' sha..m) ov;r Nordeste du=ing we-:' e:;:>is05.~s. J.!.s a 
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zonal wind I zonaUy averaged between l5~' W and 6cf W. The comr)Osite indicates 
substantially weaker easterlies between 5D S and 200 S latitude. This departure 
pattern is similar to the pattern detected on a yearly basis (Chu, 1 Sl83) • The 
departure pattern of neridional wind is weak at both lov; and middle levels. At 
200 mb strong positive departures are located over Nordeste and extend in a band 
nortlheastward to the coast of Africa (Fig 12). A region of negative departures 
is found to the west of this band. This suggests an influence of northern 
hemisphere mid-latitude frontal intrusions into the tropics near Africa on 
rainfall over Nordeste. 
'l'emperature d~par.·tures are generally very weak particularly near the 
equator. However at 200 mb a large re.gion of p:::>sitive departures is 'noted over 
Nordeste and central Brazil (Fig. 13). We have attributed this departure to 
latent heat release from cumulus convection. Relative humidity departures (not 
shown) over Nordeste are positive I as was expected. Since temperature 
depcL-rtlttes are weak, higher relative humidities in;>ly grea'Cer lTOisture over 
Nordeste canpared with the m=..a'1. 
(~') ~- , weasona_ m=..a'":S 
'Prc":~ljQs c": """""'-:::'!"I Z ...... ·::1 ""nc." """...-i":;iona-' ,.,inc."' (no- c:h""."",) .;·,.,,.:;i"":::-jQ &>as .... an~ __ __ _ _ .,~_.. ~ __ ~ .;., ____ ~.. _ Tl_ ...... _ ... .Jr.... _ ... _~__ _ .... _ 
southeaste=lies at low and middle troposp.'eres with south\\'es-:erlies above 300 
rob. The pro::ile of nEan ho:dzontal velocity divergence (Pig. 14) sho\\'s 
convergence in the lCMest layer and also between 200 and 400 mb. Divergence 
dOl'linates betwe.::.-n 500 ana 850 rob. Middle and. lor,.,' level divergence inplies mean 
descending lTOtiCI"'.s throughout much of the vertical. M!?,an descent over Nordeste 
is somewhat su-'"Prising since March and Ap=il are the rainy season. Eowever, the 
time and space scale c:: ave=as-i.'1g i.s several orde=s of rragni::.u5e larger than the 
scale 0:: C'..rti'..llu..s convec--ic:l. c\"""'T.J.lus co:we:::io:1, as s-:.ateC ea::-lie::.-, i.s tile 
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this scale is an ehtension of the large-scale sUbsidence of the SAH which is 
centered near 30° S and lOP W during the northern hemisphere spring (Hastenrath 
and Lamb, 1977). The mean relative vorticity profile (noi: shoml) irrlicates 
anticyclonic vorticitJ below the 200 mb level with cyclonic vorticity at 200 rnb 
and above. Mean low level. anticyclonic vorticity over Nordeste is a result of 
proximity to the SAH. 
Based on the mean prof.ile of air tanparature (not shown) we found 
conditional stability between 8S0 and 1000 mb and instability above that to 400 
mb. The mean profile of equivalent potential tenp:>..rature indicates convective, 
stability below 8.50 mb with convective instability between 400 and B50 rob. Data 
were averaged at approximately 0900 and 2100 local time, therefore, mean 
stability in the lowest layer dces not accurately represent daytime stability 
ov~r NOl'deste. 
Fran the ver..ical profile analysis' it is clear that averaging over a 
large por-...ion of Nordeste SIrOOths the effects of smaller scales. Small scale 
ci=culations are dire=:ly related to cumulus precipi-:ati.cn. Howeve:-, the e.ffect 
(_:_J.) C . -~ ~~~5~~e ae~~es 
-.-------------
~i-}e mean zonal \,>'lnd is eas"cerly below 300 rob, positive depa=tures iIriicate a 
weake:- easterly flow over ti-}e region. Depa=t:ures of rreridional wind (not ShC7Wn) 
are on the same order of rnagni tude as the mean canponent. T'nis suggests high 
vc=iability ~"1 space and time. Variability nay be related to propagation of 
w"aves in the easterly current. 
Nega~ive Cive=ge~ce 
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weaker mean divergence at 850 00. This situation is kinematically more 
favorable for precipitation than the mean state. These findings are consistent 
with 10m0S (1975). Vertical profiles of onega departures are depicted in Fig. 
17. Intensities of departures are approxim-1.tely half the intensities of mean 
vertical rrotions. Negative departures for wet episod~s indicate weaker 
subsidence which is expected, l:ased on the divergence departures. Relative 
vorticity departures (not shown) are on the same order of magnitude as the mo-an 
values. 
Temperature il~partures are extrerrely weak, in contrast, mixing ,ratio 
departures are relatively large. Figure 18 depicts vertical profiles of miring 
ratio departures. Posi ti ve departures are' noted throughout the vertical, 
indicating more environrno..ntal rroisture than the mean state. Quantitatively this 
amountS to 4 to 5 pt:'-I'cent more moisture during wet episOdes when canpared to the 
mean. 
We have p:>.=£ormeO. ~e.'1.5ive analysis 0:: a";:ITiOsp.heric circulation 
't:"welve hourly grids. Six::y-one cay :rrea."lS alon; w-:"-::'" c::m;os:::.e aep==-c:ures based 
ccrnputed for various circulation CCInFOn=-n-:s. Resul ts indica-ced that during the 
,rainy Sf;aSon, Nordeste is loc-at.ed to the south a'1d east of the !T:Z with i":.5 
asspciated brigh-: clouCiness and rni."limum surface pressures. To tile no~..h f u-:e 
NZ!.H is pronounced in both cloud and pressure fields. Tne SAH, located to the 
SO'..lthc:;st of Nordeste produces eas:: 'to sou:::::as-:erly la..' 1ei.7el winds w'hic...' blow 
S:,..:"::'1 A,:la."-;::ic is rela-=ively c-,,"}'. Large-scale mc..a."'l subsiae."1C'e r,,'aS fo:.:.."'l~ over 
';( 
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large portion of the equatorial South Atlantic. Therefore I even 
during the rainy season the inmediate envj,lohtt~t over Nordeste is hostile 
towards precipitation. 
Oscillations of cel~in meteorological va:iables were also detected. 
Large SLP departures were depicted during wet episodes. A relative 
intensification of the equatorward ex~ension 0i the NAB along with a relative 
weakening of the equatorward extension of the SAH is clearly eviden~. T:/lis 
relative weakening of the SAH causes a slackening of lower trOfK,)Spheric 
easterlies and coneutrently a weakening of the moisture di verg'mce over 
Nordeste. Further, no detectable latitudinal qisplacemants of near-equatorial 
convergence and/or cloudiness were found in contrcl.IY to studies of interannual 
variability (P.astenrat',,?·T.f 1984 i. Ancmalous uJ?llard motion is present over 
Nordeste during we~ episodes. 'h"h\tt we fQl1..T1d t1:a.T1 is circulation depa-~ures 
associat.ed with rainfall over northern Nordeste wi t.~.:i.n a particular =:air.y season 
are similar in scme P.spects to seasonal changes detected in the mean annual 
cycle. And it appea=s that rain/drought episodes even of a ffM days are deined 
in terms of cel~ain large-scale circulation vCiriations over the Brazil-Atlantic 
regio:l. 
T"ne authors wish to t.~a."lk D=s. Jo."m '!bean and Bob Cu..7an for S\.1pporting 
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Regional map of northeast Brazil with isohyets of total rainfall 
for March and April 1979. Pry region is roughly delineated by the 
200 nm isohyet. '!he ten statioos used in the rainfall indexing are 
circled. FGGE level IIIb grid points a.re marked with an X. 
Normalized rainfall departures of the ten statioos within the dry 
region. Wet episodes are indicated with a bar bel""" the gl'f.lph. 
Seasonal rrean % bright cloud arrount. Values are in whole percent. 
Seasonal mean sea level pressure field. Values are 1000+ mh. 
Seasonal m?..an, 200 mb neridional wind field. Values are in ms .. l • 
Figure 6. Seasor~,l mean 8SC mb relative humidity field. Values are in woole 
percent. 
Figure 7. Departure pattern of % bright cloud a.rrount. Values are ir! whole 
percent. . 
Figure 8. Sane as Fig. 7 except sea If;vel pressures in mbs. 
Figure 9. u.-..,..;A~",!'I:>' p.,..",4=41",,,, ",4= "'0:> ''''~''''' ... ,.."'''''''.,,..'''"'' .,"',..,"', '." a'!J0.,..~,..oA 4= ... om 1SD • .. ;;;; ........ __ ........ ......., ...... ".,. ... ..., ...... ,.,.,."'" ... \Wv~ ... /:' .... .,,;;oIIiiiI ........ ""'fW 6J"" ............... .I ~'"""='_""' ..... \ooQ .-
W to 60~W. Mean profile is solid and wet composite profile is 
cio't:'t:ed. 
Figure 10. Sane as Fig. 7 excep~; 850 rob zCl'la1 wind in ms-'. 
Fi<]'.Jre 11. Same as Fig. 9 except 850 .rob zonal wind in ms· 1• 
Fig'..l!"e 12. Same as Fig. 7 except 200 rob mo~idior.al wind in ms· l • 
Pig..=e 1". V~-ical p!:'o=ile c= seaso:-~ rr~'-l hc=:"z=.::.a! \1elcc:'~' Ci\1e=ge:1ce. 
Val1..~5 a!"e xlO-" 5-1• 
Fig'..l!"e 15. Ver--ical pro£ile ".f can:.:osi'te depart'..res o£ zCl'lal 'Vd.l"'ld. Values a=e 
irl m~tl. 
figure 16. 
Figure 17. 
Sane as Fig. 15 except horizcntal divergence xlO'" 
Same as Fig. 15 except orrega xlO·E' mbs·'. 
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'l'able I. Rainfall Stations 
NAME lAT. LOoo. ELEV(m) WM:) # 
Quixeramobim 04 Q 4S' S 39" 33 W 250 82586 
Crato 07° 02' S 390 29' W 450 82784 
Floriano 06- 52' S 42° 52' W 150 82678 
Petrolina 08~ 25' S 40' 47' W 500 82983 
Paulo Alfonso 09D 35' S 38° 13' W 300 82986 
Irece 100 54' S 41° 35' W 450 83182 
Teresina OS" 03' S 42°48'W 70 82578 
Ban Jesus 080 46' S 44°24'W 390 82975 
Crunpina Grande ot 19' S 36D 01' W 470 82795 
Crateus 04° 56' S 40' 4S' W 290 82583 
Table II. Ten station mean monthly perrentage of total yearly precipitation 
MONTH 
January 
February 
M3.rch 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Septenber 
C>=to::e= 
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~. ___ Sl'.::>=>.z 
MEAN 
19.0 
13.5 
14.5 
13.2 
11.2 
4.0 
3.3 
2.8 
0.8 
0.7 
7.1 
9.6 
(nm) S.D. (rrm) 
12.1 
9.6 
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10.3 
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Abstract 
As an extension to recent studies CCIlcernirlg interannual and seasonal 
variability of rllinfall over northeast Brazil, this study looks at the 
atm::>sphere m.nediately over northeast Brazil. Daily variability of rainfall, 
horizootal winds and the:rJOOdynamic en'-'!rgies are exam:i.ned for the wet season 
(February through May) of 1979. ,~trend is observed in the temporal rainfall 
pattem, fran shQrt duration s~r's in the early season to longer and more 
vigorous systems in the later seasal. May is noted as a transitional I'IDnth 
between the wet and dIy seasons. Findings for dIy days include: stronger 
l~level easterlies. a net export of l'IDist enerID' and a carqx:>s~te 
upper-tropospheric cyclone centered over Sal vader Brazil. Wet days are marked 
by canparatively large values of latent heat. It is concluded that regional 
subsidence plays a daninant role in modulating daily precipitation. 
..------,,"""", ----
L __ 
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Introduction 
If the interior of northeast Brazil, camcnly known as the sertao, had a 
"true" desert clinat:e, it would JOOSt likely be sparsely IJOIXllated and 
sociological and econanical hardships woulcl be naninal. fbr.1ever, the climate of 
the sertao is problematic. SUfficient rains will occur for several consecutive 
years, afi'ivingf)ril1.Ci~lly during the JI'ICIlths of February t.hrough May, when 
crops end gardens flourish. '!ben, during otlEr yeILTS; rain is extrenely scare~ 
and crops do not grow. Drought Cooditions may c;Dltinue for prolonged periods: 
the drought of the 1950 's is the most infaroous example. '!be problem is 
canpounded because the region is highly populated and survival depends on 
adequate rainfall. Coastal regiO'ls of northeast Brazil receive in the 
neighborhood of 2000 mm of rain armually and are exerrpt fran radical variability 
elCperienoed in the sertao. 
Recently, there have been a number of studies ca'lcerning 'the climat:e 
variability of this region. Mu:::h of the work has been in the area of 
interannual rainfall va...-iability as related t.:> large-scale cirC'.llation patterns. 
To depict :mechanisns of rainfall fluctuation, the depa..~ure patterns of SIP, 
wind ana, SST over the tropical Atlantic were investigated for canposites of 
. ex--remely d....-y and ex-..remely wet years (Hastenrath and Heller, 1977). Drought 
years were noted by a far nar-..herly posi ti~""l of the equatorial trough, and by 
the ananalously wa:rm water in the North Atlantic and cold water sou-...h of the 
equator. During wet years, depa..-ture patte.rns were reve..~ed. 
!>Dura and ShuJa,a (1981) conducted an experiment with the GJ:AS General 
Circulation Model, using a sea surface temperature anataly pattem sjmiliar to 
that found by Hastenrath and Heller. They ca'lcluded that the occurance of a 
wann anaraly in the North Atlantic and cold anataly in the South Atlantic is 
conducive to a thel:mally direct meridional'circulatia'l, resulting in subsidence 
/. 
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and reduced rainfall over northeast Brazil. 
Marques et. al., (1983) studied the interarmual and seasonal variations 
in the atnosphere :imnediately over northeast Brazil. They found that the 
vertical structure of moist static energy during wet periods was similar to the 
structure in the equatorial trough. They also s~ that during \ret periods 
the lower-tropospheric easterlies were canparatively weak, irxlicating the 
P±9~ty of the equatorial trough to the region. From:this it \eS suggested 
that rainfall variations in northeast Brazil are not of local origin but aJ;Pe8r 
to be connected with variatiO'ls of the tropical general circulation. 
As a natw:al extension to these studies I this work investigates the 
atrrosphere over northeast Brazil on a daily basis. We studied daily rainfall, 
as well as the structure and energetics of the atrrDstilere I during the rainy 
season of 1979 I with an enphasis on variatioos betweer~ wet and dry days. 
Specifically I we us;,'d a rainfall imex on daily rainfall aa'ta, an:l following 
Marques, et. a1. (1983) we developed a cylindrical grid whose base covers most 
of ne-""theast Brazil. The grid \tt"aS used in canpltation of e.ne=gy and r;rater vapor 
fluxes. 
:2. Region and Data Sources 
w= used a cylinder covering most of northeast Brazil, with 16 
aerologica1 statiCXls within or jmnediately outside the circulal: base (Fig. l). 
T.ne cy1indc..r was chosen to facilitate canparisons with interannual and seasonal 
variability and to aid in the flux carp..1tations. '!he cylinder base encloses the 
annual mirumum-precipitation region (shown as the shaded area in Fig. 1) for the 
period 1931';'1960 as cc:lIp.l'ted by Strang (1972) and as appeal:ed in Ranes (1975). 
The hatched area receives on the average less than 500 mm of rain per year, most 
of which occurs during Februa.ry through May. . '!he major hycL'!'"Q1ogic::al concern of 
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the region, however, is not the annual mean but rather the variability of t~ 
yearly rainfall. 'lhe area of the base circle is 3pproxinately 1. 5 x 10" km~ and 
the height exterids up to 100 mh. 
TM main data base cCXlsisting of 16 aerological stations was obtained 
fran the National Cl.i.natic Data Center in A$heville l'brth carolina. Data were 
availabl~ for each station either at both 0000 and 120G GMI' or just l.200 Qfr for 
February through May 1979. Canponents include geopotentia.l heights, pressures, 
air temperature, relative hunidity arxl the spea:'i an:l direction of the wind at 
mandatory and significant levels. Data were c:crnposited at each station after a 
manual inspection for erroneous values. CcJnp:>siting was dooe at 1000, 850, 700, 
. 
500,400,300,250,200,150 and 100 rob levels. Composite profiles were lightly 
5mX)thed by ranovirig the data value which exhibited the largest variance. 
Geopotential heights were catputed f:ran t.emperatures profile and catpared with 
observed canp:>site values. Only minor differences were n~ed, hence the 
observed values are used. Potential terperature lapse rates were found to be 
stable. 
As a supplenent to the aerological info::m=.tion, we used FGGE-level IIIb 
data grids for the area over BranJ and the tropical Atlantic seC't:or :Erom 30" N 
to 300 S. The prirra.ryelerrent of interest fran these data is zcnal wind. Grid 
spacing is 1.875° lat-long, and ve..-tical levels include mandatory levels up to 
150 mb inclusive. 
For the purp:Jse of analysis and catp:lsiting, rainfall data were obtained 
fran the superintendenc:i.a de Desenvolvimento do N::>rdeste in Recife, Pernambuco 
Brazil. Data include daily totals for the entire year of 1.979 fran more than a 
t}x)usand statims in northeast Brazil. 'lWenty-one statialS ~e chosen in the 
"d..""Y region" (hatched region of Fig. ~) for use in this study. Elevations of 
staticns ranged fran 190 neters at caico, Rio Grande do N::>rte to 770 neters at 
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Teixeira, Paraiba. Rainfall station locations are shown in Fig. 2, along with 
the mean annual isohyets catpUted by Strang (1972). 
3. Rainfall Analysis 
The rainy season over much of northeast Brazil consists primarily of the 
JOOnths February through May and occurs in coojunction with the southern JOOst 
latitudinal extension of the equatorial trough, although even during these 
JOOnths the trough remains north \!if the region. Precipi tation in the region, 
similar to much of the tropics, occurs in sOOwers; therefore, when analyzing 
rainfall it is better to use a small network of rainfall statioos rather than a 
single station (Riehl, 1979). In the present study, we canpute nornalized 
de~w:es of rainfall using a network of statialS in the "dry region." A list 
of the rainfall stations used in the indexing appears in Table 1. T'ne method of 
cart?-lting dep:rtures is outlined in .Kraus (1977) and provides a useful index of 
regional rainfall for each day. Tne purp::>se of creating a rainfall index is 
twc-fold. First, it aids in the ti:Ire-series analysis of Cata. Secondly, i't is 
used to help dete.:mir!e Cays of ex""~ere rain::all for cat;:Ositing the upp:o..r-a i .... 
info::mation. 
We briefly describe the method. Let rLl be the daily rainfall of 
stationi during day j, J be the nurnl:er of days in the analysis pe..'"'im, and Jt 
be the number of days with a record at station i during the period J. Also I let 
I be the nl.Jtll:er of statioos in the region to be analyzed and Ij the number of 
regional stations in operation on day j. '!hus, the mean daily rainfall at 
station i and its variance are: 
\ -l: 
r.:, :r'. I ttl OJ:. t 7. I Y~ - ~:.) 
I I ~~) L j ~ 
The no:rnalization. is 'X"J Co (lll- i=i )/ a;. and the area-averaged value of xl j 
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for the day j is ~l'=. ~ ~ Xi; .1 We must first creek to see if spatial 
variatiO'ls of the X'j'S between different plares within the region are small 
relative to day-to-day variations as a woo1e (aj's). '1'0 do this we use the 
F-test or ratio-of-variance test. 
Let vt be the variance in t:ime and v~ be the variance in space. Then ~ I.l o.! til - I.:t. 0.:<'-v~ II: :r-I and VC\ II: N--i 1 where N::, I Ir-' r~i = 2..~2.B in this study. 
For our data then: 
Variances: 
De;Jrees of freedan: 
Vi -=2.71 
J-l II: 119 
Vo, III: 0.91 
N-J -= 2305 
The ratio of variance (Vt /~) estimate is 2.97 which is significant, since the 
limiting value of F for 1 percent probability is 1.32. In other words I the 
probability that the differences between days in the canbined regional rainfall 
recol.'d is a result of randan fluct'LlatiO'lS is less than 1 :100. 
Table :2 shows both the area-average::1 nornalized rainfall a.'1C1'!lalies (al ) 
and the unnornalized area averagt:s (x~ ). Fran the table we can see that May 
was the CL.-iest, of t..~ four months, par'"..icularly tC1w'ard the end of the rronth . 
.May had nine days without any recorded precipitation, whiJ,e Flebrua.ry, !£..~h and 
April combined had a to~l often days without rainfall. This finding along 
with earlier studies establishing the w=t season as February through April, 
leads us to ccnclude that May is a transition month between the winter dry 
season and S\:rme%' w=t season. Analysis of the concentration of precipitation 
reveals the following: 14 percent of the days with rain during the rainy season 
. account for 51 };:ercent of the rainfall (Fig. 3), while 31 };:ercent of the days 
account for 76 percent. Conve..'""Sely, precipitation fran 50 pc'...rce.?'lt 0:: the days 
wi.til the least rain ancunts to only 8 p:rcent of the total. For car;;ositing 
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purposes we ch::>$e the 19 days with no precipiUltion as the dry canposite. Then, 
for similarity, we picked 19 days with the largest area-averaged normalized 
precipitation for the wet canposite. 
Since we have sOOwn th~t area-averaged nornnlit!~ rainfall departures 
are rot randan in tine, we etploy tine-series techniques as a way to further 
understand physical prooesses which produce the precipitation. Figure 4 show<.s 
graphs of raw and five-day !IlroOthed normalized departures. D.ltstanding peAks 
are noted at the end of March and again at the end of April. May is ccnspicuous 
for a tapering of positive rainfall departures, indicating a transition fran the 
wet to dry season. A closer look at the time-series of raJ,., departures reveals 
that daily variability durl!i.g February is large canpared with the remainder of 
the rainy season. This indicates a possible a trend fran soort duration sh::>wers 
in the eariy season to mare intense and persistent rainfall systens in the later 
season. Fi~'nlre 5 shows the correlogram and snoothed-power spec-...ruITl of raw 
normalized rainfall depanures. Fran the autocorrelation we see a sharp drop in 
positive co:relation fo:: t.i)e first several lags, indicating little pa..rsistenoe 
beyond 2 or 3 days. 'lhe power spec-...rurn reveals significant peaks (above the 90 
percent level) at 8 and 13 clays. Speculation as to the physical causes ::or 
these apparent oscillatioos is given later. 
In the sec--..ions which 'follow, wet and dry can;osites of variables refer 
to the average of these variables over 19 of the wettest clays and over 19 of the 
driest days, respeC""..ively, during the rainy season of 1979. 
4. Horizontal Wind 
Vertical cross-sections of ZO'lal wind and ItP..ridional wind canp::ments 
were plotted for bcr..h wet and d..ry eotp::)sites. Data are fran the FG;;E-level nIb 
grids. lmalyses were subjected to a 25-p::>int sm::>othing fil te. T'ne 
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cross-section of zooa1 wind is sh::>wn in Figs. 6 a and b. ~ cross-section is 
a1OO9 the 410 15' neridian, which sHoos the cylinder approximately in two equal 
halves. 
Qle of the JOOst striking differences between canp:>sites is the relative 
strength of low- and mid-level easterlies during dry clclYs. This finding is 
nearly identical to findings fran studies of interannual am seasonal variations 
in the structure of the zonal wind (Hastenrath and Heller (1977) , Marques et. 
a1. (1983), etc.}. Ria"l (1979) renarked about the lack of a wind discontinuity 
at the trade wind inversion hase. Stroog easterlies during dry days at low 
levels suggest strong trade-wind subsidence at. middle ant l'igh levels over the 
region. In other words, we iJtt:>ly relatively stroog sinking anticyclonic 
(counterclockwise) diverging air over northeast Brazil and the western ~uth 
Atlantic. This air originates fmn upper=level C'jclonic VOrtice5~ The 
existence of these vortices near northeast Brazil has been dOC1.Jnented by Kousky 
and GaIl (1981). High-level cyclonic rotation can be inferred from the 
maridional wind canponent. Figures 7 a and b show a v~..ical cross-section of 
neridional wind along the latitude circle 71>30 '5. Cl~ly shown during d..ry days 
is a gradient of meridional wlnd fran west to eas:. at upper levels, which 
sugges-..s a cyclonic rotatiOll. 'Ine gradient is markedly w.:alter during wet days. 
A plot of upper-t..""Cp:)sphc>-ric horizontal wind v~..ors av=..raged over three 
ver-..ical levels (1$0, 200, 250 mbs) is shCMIl in Figs. 8 a and b. CJearly 
dapicted is the cyclonic vortex over northeast Brazil during ~J days. '!be 
vortex is absent during wet days. In the realm of speculCttion, the 8- and 
13-day peaks in the power spectrum of rainfall may be related to the cycle of 
upper-level vortices. 
Lag-cross cc:Telations were carputed betw~Jl rainfall departures and 
relative 'Jo~..:icity. Upper-level cycloniC vo!7..icity was negatively correlated 
, 
) 
, 
with rainfall, particularly around minus one lag, as was expected. Posit.i.ve 
correlatioos appear around minus seven lag. Coefficien;t;s are near 0.55. 
IDw-level anticyclonic vorticity sOOwed no large correlations with rainfall. 
Another interesting difference in the zonal wind cross-secticns 1S the 
strength of westerlies north of lctN. nJring wet days we Seia a gradual increase 
, 
in ~sterlies moving north fran l O· N while during dry days ~sterlies increase 
rapidly over the same region. We also note a southward shift of the zcne of 
1~ level easterlies fran wet days to dry days, indicating increasing 
northeasterly trades between 12' and 201[ N and a slackening of the southeast 
ttades near 10· 5 during wet days. Riehl (1979) ms noted that the subtropical 
ridge slopes equatorward much more on the winter-hemisphere side of the 
-sguatorial tmU;h than on the sUTll'Er side. We have found in the northern 
henisphere that the slope of the subtropical ridge (indicated by the slope of 
the line separati."g higher-latitude westerlies fran lower-latitude easterlies) 
is greater during wet days as canpare9. with dry days. Ther;e differences suggest 
a possible connect.ion of nor-..nern hemi.sp~-I'e rrid-latitude synoptic pa'tte.."'"IlS on 
rainfall over no.."'theast Brazil. 
5. TheIItC,~"DaIIlic Energy Content of the Cylinder 
T'ne horizent.al surfaces of the cylinder are divided into a grid with Q 
points equally spaced ~.round the perimeter and one center grid point. The 
diaIreter of the cylina.ar is approx.:imately 1400 kIn. Di~..ance between points on 
the pe...""'i.neter is nearly 51)0 kIn. The cylinder is slightly larger than the one 
used by lIiUgueS, et. ala , (19 83) • T'ne ver"-..:i.cal is divided into nine levels with 
an equal separation of lOG rob fran 1000 to 100 mba Vertical-space sectiens were 
cons-..r.Jcted and analyzed for each paramete::', with presSU-"'e on a linear scale a:-. 
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picked up at each grid point for all levels. Therrrodynamic energy canJ.X>nents 
were then catplted before averaging horizontally to yield the nean values around 
the cylinder for each level. Layer averaged values were used in the diso,lssion. 
Energy values were also OCIl'plted for the centered grid. 
Tables 3 a,b ,c and d display the values of energy content for the 
atJrcsphere over no,r.theast Brazil during wet and dry days, and for the center 
grid for both c:atlJ.X>sites. For both wet and dry canp;>sites, we see a minimum in 
total t:hernodynamic energy in the middle troposphere (Fig. 9). According to 
. 
Riehl (1979), this is t.ypical of the tropical atnDsphere. 
Fran vertical profiles of mist static energy, sane interesting 
observations can he made. In t.lo),~ lo.rest layer ~ total energies are the same for 
wet and dry canposi tes. Wet days have mere latent heat but less sensible heat, 
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while dry days have more sensible heat but less latent heat. Between 400 and r· .' 
900 mb, the effect of greater latent heat offsets the sensible heat, resulting 
in large total energies during wP.t days. Between ,'200 and 400 mb, the latent 
energy vanishes and the effect of sensible heat 6aminates, producing larger 
total Em'='-I'gy values during dry days. Fur"-...her, betw~Jl 100 am 200 mb, sensible 
heat is strongest during wat days , resulting in larger total energy in the upper 
tropo$ph'=>-re. T'nese profiles are s:imila:r: to Marques et. al., (1983) for wet and 
dry years, but th~ values we obtained are slightly srraller at all levels. 
Possible explanations for these profile observations include, stronger 
mid--:.ropospheric subsidence waming during dry days , indicating the prox:ilPi ty of 
the South Atlantio high (SAl1). Stronger undiluted cumulonimbus transports lClWer 
troposphel:ic heat to the upper layers during wet days. And stronger ClJIlUllus 
transports latent heat to 100\7 and middle troJ.X>spheres during wet days. 
For the center gric1 we ::ind large differenres in total eill:>..rgy betwecJl 
canp:>sites, with wet days having significantly more total energy than d-ry days 
9. 
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p:lrticularly in the middle troposphere (Fig. 10). We also note that the rninim\n 
energy layer during wet days is the 500-600 mb layer, while for dry days it is 
the 600-700 mb layer. These results sUJgest more extensive ctmllus transport 
during wet days. 
6. Normal canponent of Velocity 
Figure 11 sOOws the rrass adjusted normal velocity for both wet am dry 
canposites. Adjustment requirerrents are small, particularly for wet days. 
Velocities are alsosrrell, as can be elCpeCted fxan the scale of our cylinder. 
Positive values inclh:ate inward convergence. During wet days we note low-level 
conve;rgence and uPPl~'-level divergence but in the mid-troposphere we find a 
region of convergence overlaying a region of divergence. Dry days sOOw nearly a 
reversal in this structure. .Again, these findings are similar to findings of 
MaJ:ques et. ale (1983) for interannual and seasonal variations. For dry days, 
relative convergence at u~ and middle le\rels imply broad-scale subsidence 
ovc-r nc!"'-...hc-ast Brazil. ~...reas for wet days l",,-level relative conve-gence 
produces broad-scale ascent. 
Mass aejuste5 wi-nc divergence in each laye- of t.~ cylinder w-as 
es-..inated using the formula f D = (S/A)Vt'I , where S is the circumference of the 
cylindc..=, A is the area and Vn is the mass-adjusted no..."'lral velocity canp:me.'lt. 
Ver-..ic:al rrotialS wc-re ~Jl carJFAlted using the kinerratic nethod. Wet days have a 
canposite mass-adjusted upward mcr..icm throughout the troposphere, with cLry days 
shCMing sinking rrotions., Figures 12 a and b shclw a carposite of percent bright 
(cold) cloud am:n.mt for 'wet and dJ::y days. As expected, large-scale descending 
notiO'lS of the dJ::y days over Nordeste agree well with the low percentage of 
b=ight clouQi.n4:'o-ss in the region. We note that,. during wet 'days the intert'..ropical 
cloud band has a considerably larger neridional extent. Thc..se two distinct 
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vertical mass couplings support our findings in regard to the vertical cross 
sectiQ'ls of zonal and neridional wind discussed in Section 4. IXlring dry days , 
subsidence is strooger, inhibiting the develcprent of C\I1\ulonimbus clouds am 
therefore, rainfall. 
7. Heat and ~isture Fluxes 
Sensible and latent heat fluxes have been evaluated at each, boundary 
grid and for the cylinder as a woole. !he equatioos used were developed in 
Marques et. ale (1983) and are shol,.m here for convenience. 
R rt• R (~. I 
SHF so ~ J
Pf (CpT.,. ¢ ) Vra dp Qnd LHf':: T )~t L~ V" dp ~hel"'e 
dp: is the vertical layer II: 100 mb 
Vr'\: is the normal catlfOnent of horizontal valocity in ms-l 
efT + ¢: is the sensible heat in KJkg-1 
R: is the radius of the cylinder -700 kIn 
g: is graVity = 9.S ms-:I. 
Lg: is the latent heat in KJ'Kg-1 
For the cylinder as a whole, these equations are integrated along the bounda..""Y. 
Flux values are also catp.lted at each boundary grid. 
I 
Table 4 shows fluxes of (CpT +, ¢) , Lq and (Cpt + 9 + Lq) for both 
canposites. Dur:ing w.:t days we find inward flux of sensible heat in lo,w la~s 
helCM 600 mb with a net ~rt al:x:>ve. In contrast, dll.-or-ing dIy days we find a 
net export below 600 mb with a net inport above. Strongest fluxes of sensible 
heat are found diring wet days at upper levels. T'ne export above 600 mb during 
13 , 
these days anount.s to 11.9 x 10 Js·. FlUXES of water vapor are canparatively 
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weak. However, we find lCM-level inward moisture flux belCM 600 rob during wet 
days annunting to 1.6 x 101! Js·:, while during dry days there is a net export of 
0.2 x 10'3 Js-1• 
We divided the cylinder aw~oxirnately in half from northeast to 
southwest and totaled the noisture flux across the northwest and southeast 
halves of the circumference. Results indicate a moisture flux into the cylinder 
fran the northwest and a slightly weaker optflux of noisture fran the southeast. 
Direction of flux is almost the same far both wet and dry canposites, but, 
during wet days the region recieves approxi.nately 17 percent mare noist energy 
than during dry days. 
8. SUnma...J' and conclusions 
Daily variability of rainfall, horizO'ltal wind and thenoodynarnic 
energies over northeast Brazil have bec-n examined for the rainy season of 1979. 
We have found that there are significant differences between wet and dry days 
over the region. 
Rainfal~ was analyzed by in:5.exing daily totals from stations in a 
specifir. "d...-y region." ,.)ver a por-...ion of nor..heast Brazil. We found t.."la.t., in t.~e 
region as a wh:>le, daily fluctuations were not randcrn. Applying t:ime-se...-ies 
techniques to rainfall data we rOlmC significant peaks in 'the frequc-ncy darrein 
at 8 and 13 days. We speculate that these peaks are related to 
propagation/ronnation or upper-leve1.cyclonic vor...ices. We also fOlmc that May 
. is a transition month betwec-n the well defined wet and dry seasons. 
Ve...'tical cross-sectiO'ls of zonal wind reveal stronger lCM- and 
middle-level easterlies during dry days. Analysis of wind vectors averaged for 
three troposphe.-ic levels indicate the existence of an up~ tropospheric 
cyclOnic vortex diring cLry days. Convergi..ng air at this level is forced to 
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descend and warm adiabatically I resulting in a strengthened trade wind 
inversion, which in turn inhibits precipitation. Because the findings sl'x:>w no 
wind disoontinuity at the base or tq> of the inversion, Wt! Ca'lclude that the 
lOlo.-level wind responds to increased subsidence through an increa..c;e in 
horiza'ltal speed. Averaged normal velocities suggest lCM-level convergence and 
upper-level divergence during \t.1et days. A reversal of this pattern 'laS noted 
during dry days. Averaged spee:is were srrall , as can be expected 011 this scale. 
CcJnp:uatively large values of sensible heat in upper levels and larger 
latent heat in lCM and middle levels during wet days lead us to conclude that 
larger and/or more undiluted cumulonimbus clouds transport lCMer-tropospheric 
heat to u~ layers and stronger cllTlulus transport latent heat to lCM and 
middle tl:opospheres. Also we detected a l~~level influx of moisture to the 
region during wet days, while a weak export of moisture at lCM levels is noted 
during dry days. '!be strongest inward-noist energy fluxes are found along me 
northwest half of the cylinder circumference for both wet and dry days. 
Possible moisture sources are the Arrazon basin and ti)e equatorial t-.""Ough. 
Fran analysis of results it appears that rainfall on a daily basis is 
closely related to t.l-}e streng""..h of subsi6cJlce over the regian, which in!"'..ibi-=s 
gro""'-...h of C'1.lITIulus and cumulonimbus transp::lr-..s. Tnis in turn is cantrolled in 
~"'-"'"t by' the existence of uppe ... -tropospheric cyclonic vor-..ices. WtleJl a cyclOnic 
vortex is situated near Salvador, subsidence is enhanced, creating a stronger 
inversion over nor-...heast Brazil. It would be worthwhile to repeat this 
investigation for several years, including years of extrene drought and er-...rene 
rainfall. 
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Figure Legends 
Fig 0 1. Regional nBp of northeast Brazil with sounding station locatials and dry 
region shaded. Perineter of the cylinder base depicted. 
Fig. 2 Mean annual isohyets over northeast Brazil. Rainfall statials are 
rra.rked by dots. Stations used in tOO rainfall indexing are mnbera:1. 
Fig. 3 Graph of cumulative percent total regional daily precipitation versus 
C\J1'Iulative percent days. 
Fig. 4 Graphs of raw and five ,day ~otha:1 normaliza:1 rainfall departures far 
the period February through May of 1979. 
Fig. 5 Correlograrn and snoothed power spectrum of raw nornalized rainfall 
departures. 
Figs. 6 a and b Vertical cross sections of zooal wind along the longitude 4t 15' 
W for wet and dry episodes. 
Figs. 7 a and b Vertical cross sections of neridional ~'ind along tha latitude 7° 
30' S for wet and dry episodes. 
Figs. 8 a and b Upper tropospheric horizontal wind vectors averaged over 150, 
. 200 and 250 mb for wet and dry episodes. Len~...h of vectors is proportional to 
speed. . 
Fig. 9 Vertical profiles of total static energies and dry static energies 
averaged around the per:ineter for wet and 0-"1' episodes. 
Fig. 10 Sarre as Fig. 9 except at center grid only. 
Pig. 11 Ver-...ica1 pro::i1es of ItaSS adjusted normal velocity for wet and Cry 
episocies. 
Pigs. 12 a and b Analysis of canposite percent bright (cold) cloud anount over 
the region for \JiIet and cl..ry episoQc>-5. 
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'l'able 1. Rainfall station list 
NlJnber Station tat I.o!19: Altitude (m) 
... 
1- casa Nova 08- 46' 41-14 ; 532 
A. 
2. Juazeiro 09' OS' 40-06 ' 350 
I, 
3. curaca 08-4P-' 39'40' 336 r. 
4. Bodoco 07- 32' 40·06 ' 605 .' I' 
5. ().lricuri 07' 50' 40'20 ' 444 
k j"# 
r 
"I 
6. Petrol ina OS'25 ; 40'47 ' 500 
k 
7. Pamamirim 08'11 ' 40'03' 400 
! t 
8. Afranio OS' 38' 4r09' 630 
~ 
9. Serrita 07'49' 39·29 ' 440 
~ 
·1 
10. cabrobo 08'19 ; 39-37 ' 550 ~ 
11. Flores 08·04 ' 37' 51 ' 561 
~ 
12. Souza 06'37' 38'20 ' 420 
Ii 
13. Poobal 06'58' 37'47 ' 400 
~ ! 
14. Itaporanga 07-18 ' 38'10 ' 230 
15. Conoeicao 07'21' 38'22' 470 
16. Teixeiro 07'13 ' 37'16 ' 770 
1'7. Prinoesa Isabel 07-44' 38'01 ' 660 
18. Sume 07'31' 36'58' 700 
19. Alexandria 06'25 ' 38'01 ' :315 
20. Patu 06'06 ' 37"38' 305 
21. Caico 06'40' 37'01 ' 190 
Table 2. Normalized rainfall departures (aj) and area averaged daily 
railtfall (mn) (Xj) 
Feb. a l X. Mar. Al xl Apr. a) - May X. ;"" x, a.J l J J ;, 
1 -0.29 0.27 1 -0.31 0.14 1 0.03 3.64 1 0.00 3.29 i 
2 0.74 J.2.24 2 -0.17 1.05 2 -0.25 0.61 2 -0.04 3.12 
3 0.55 8.66 3 -0.32 0.00 3 -0.32 0.00 3 0.23 4.76 
4 0 1 64 11.37 4 -0.06 3.46 4 -0.16 1.76 4 0.37 8.02 
5 -0.28 0.63 5 0.45 9.26 5 -0.15 3.11 5 -0.06 1.94 
6 -0.02 2.29 6 0.31 5.88 6 -0.19 0.97 6 0.05 2.99 
7 0.28 5.05 7 -0.32 0.00 7 0.46 8.70 7 -0.21 1.24 
8 0.80 12.98 8 -0.01 2.90 8 0.05 3.74 8 -0.05 1. ~',8 
9 0.00 3.71 9 -0.22 0.63 9 0.17 5.85 9 -0.12 1.85 
10 -0.21 1.20 10 -0.08 3.45 10 -0.05 4.47 10 -0.31 0.00 
11 -0.21 1.20 11 0.05 5.24 11 -0.32 0.00 11 -0.20 1.19 
12 0.25 5.75 12 0.19 4.91 12 -0.25 0.67 12 -0.17 l. J.:) 
13 -O.OS 1.27 13 0.65 13.66 13 -0.05 2.92 13 -0.30 0.22 
14 0.02 2.20 14 0.28 5.58 14 -0.29 0.21 14 -0.31 0.04 
15 -0.16 1.63 15 0.12 4.47 15 -0.32 0.00 15 -0.31 0.03 1 16 -0.24 0.68 16 0.37 5.65 16 -0.22 1.01 16 0.06 3.10 
17 -0.10 2.21 17 0.08 4.46 17 -0.29 0.36 17 0.16 1.29 • 
18 ""0.25 0.62 18 ... 0.28 0.63 18 -0.29 0.26 18 0.14 3.59 
, 
i 
t 
-" 19 -0.23 0.87 19 -0.32 Q.OO 19 -0.27 0.30 19 0.20 1.14 ! 
20 -0.09 2.11 20 -0.12 1.95 20 -0.2'7 0.36 20 -0.15 0.24 I 21 0.06 2.64 21 -0.28 0.33 21 0.38 0.47 2:' -o.:n c.oo ~i 22 -0.32 0.00 22 -0.32 0.00 22 -0.14 1.41 22 -0.26 0.63 I I , , ! 23 0.14 3.66 23 -0.32 ,0.00 23 -0.21 0.42 23 -0.31 0.00 h 24 0.61 11.69 24 -0.32 0.00 24 1. 06 12.65 24 -0.31 0.00 rl 25 0.10 4.39 25 -0.25 0.52 25 0.67 9.45 25 -0.31 0.19 26 0.79 10.15 26 -0.13 3.03 26 1. 05 12.86 26 -0.10 1.67 
: i 27 0.07 4.52 27 0.23 3.92 27 -0.02 3.54 27 -0.31 0.00 l J 
,. 
28 -0.30 0.20 28 1.29 14.30 28 0.36 8.66 28 -C.31 0.00 ;.~ 
'I 
·1 29 :'.~i 21.1.3 2S -0.23 1.35 29 -C.31 0.00 
~ 
; 
1 30 0.21 5.00 30 -0.10 2.12 30 -0.31 0.00 ~;J 
.I 31 -0.16 2.38 31 -0.31 0.00 .~ 
! I if 
!'I f 
:1 
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TCI.ble 4. Maan thenrodynamic energy flux ( x 1013 
Pressure layer (rob) CrT"'~ , L'L 
a. Nordeste Wet 
SFC-900 0.8 0.4 
900-800 C.6 0.5 
800-700 5.1 0.5 
700-600 4.4 0.2 
600-500 -4.4 
-0.2 
500-400 
-4.5 -0.1 
400-300 10.9 0.0 
300-200 
-2.7 0.0 
2UO-I00 
-11.2 0.0 
b. Nodeste Dry 
SFC-900 
-0.8 0.0 
900-800 1.1 0.2 
800-700 
-3.7 -0.2 
700-600 
-3.8 -0.2 
600-500 4.9 0.0 
500-400 O. ::. 
-0.1 
400-300 
-6.0 0.0 
300-200 5.7 0.0 
200-100 2.5 0.0 
Js .. 1 ) 
Tot,,\ 
1.2 
1.1 
5.6 
4.6 
-4.5 
-4.7 
11.0 
-2.7 
-11.2 
-0.8 
1.2 
-3.9 
-3.9 
5.0 
0.5 
-6.0 
5.7 
2.5 
... 
I: 
" T. 
r 
! 
